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 I t’s a curious thing to invite someone into a daydream, 
realising that their ideas have been there all the time, 

just waiting to be uncovered. 

It seemed unlikely back in 2018, when I first released 
Odd Soot, that anyone would care to read about – or play – 
investigators of the surreal, bedevilled by chronic ailments 
and inter-dimensional parasites. 

It turned out I was wrong. 
It appears the ruffled heroes of Comae Space have a 

certain genuine charm, surprisingly rewarding as you get 
to know them. When dropped into a weird sci-fi take on 
the 1920s, they come alive in unexpected ways. 

For various reasons, it has taken much longer than 
I expected to get new material for Odd Soot published. 
Which means I’m more than happy to present this fantas-
tic campaign by Nils Hintze and Erik Hylander. 

They have built on the groundwork in the core rules 
and expanded the world in wonderous new directions. To 
me, it seems their ideas were there all the time – I just had 
not seen them yet. It has been truly inspiring to see new 
layers being added to the mysteries of Comae Space.

I hope you enjoy the book. 

Clarence Redd, April 2022

PREFACE
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It is of course easy to proclaim, now almost a lifetime later, that I knew what 
was coming. But I do believe there were signs of things to come, and as I have 
kept my diaries from back then, I know that I was worried. I remember waking 
up in the middle of the night with a feeling of being someone else, and I started 
to study the stars in the sky as soon as the pink sunsets had slowly turned black 
and cold. 

Then again, it might not mean that much that a bride to come gets a little 
nervous weeks before her wedding. And I could never have guessed what would 
happen to my beloved Jan. Instead of going horseback riding in the hills east of 
Skrejvik and taking the boat out to Vedersø, he spent our honeymoon unmarried 
at the mental hospital in Glimminge, St. Anrid. But at that point I was far gone 
from him, both in body and mind. 

The secrets which since then have been my only true husband for life had 
just started to unravel. Me and my friends were dug deep into a chain of events 
that would not only make us become some of the most famous people on Eorthe, 
but actually take us out into Comae Space. Most of us returned, eventually. But 
I will stay here, in my dear bungalow on Vera these last years until I die, and 
perhaps then I can once again be rejoined with my sweet Jan. 

— Extract from A Fractured Life, the memoirs of Miss Erika Buske

Introduction
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 A Falling Mind is a campaign for the roleplaying game Odd Soot. One 
night in October, a meteor appears in the sky above Doggerland as an omen 

of ill times to come. It has an odd effect on many of the islanders. They fall out of 
their minds into a state called Fraction, where they lose contact with reality, either 
for short periods of time, or indefinitely. The meteor is actually an ancient entity 
that falls to Eorthe like a shooting star. The campaign is divided into three sce-
narios: The Red Star, What We Carry With Us, and The Giggling Iceberg. 

The characters are a group of friends living in Glimminge, who for different 
reasons start to investigate the effects of the meteor. As the campaign proceeds, the 
meteor crashes into the ocean north of Doggerland, and as the effects of Fraction 
get worse, the characters are invited to come along on one of the expeditions that 
will try to locate any remnants of the meteor, or the meteor itself. The characters 
find the meteor, which floats like an island in the ocean, and start to explore it. They 
climb into its cavities and learn of a horrible threat that is devouring it from inside. 
If they do not find a way to save the shooting star, this threat will soon aim its gaze 
on the entire Comae Space. 

Thematically, the campaign deals with the question if we have a firm self or 
not—the belief that there is a core in the mind where one's consciousness resides. 
Is there a stable personality that will never be fundamentally altered or is our view 
of ourselves and the world dependent on our state of mind? 

Human beings can experience different kinds of outer body experiences and 
elevated states of mind such as dissociation. In these states we experience things 
differently, and even fall out of our bodies, watching ourselves from above, or 
wandering into dreamstates. We may elevate or expand our minds by meditation, 
prayer, drugs, or alcohol. By just living our lives, our worldview changes. The force 
of time makes what was once true become false. But is there a firm core?
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OVERVIEW  
OF THE CAMPAIGN

The campaign consists of three scenarios. The Red Star introduces the storyline 
and the threat of the meteor but doesn’t delve deep into the background of the 
intrigue. Rather, it focuses on the direct consequences for the characters. What We 
Carry With Us expands the plot and sets the stage for the last part of the campaign. 
The Giggling Iceberg concludes the narrative by offering possibilities for insight 
into the mystery of the plot. The characters may be able to counter a threat to the 
entire Comae Space. But whether they succeed or not, the story has reached its 
grand finale.

Below follows a background and short summaries of each scenario to give the 
Game Master a rough overview. It should be noted that these sections are inten-
tionally brief as the texts of the scenarios are structured to inform the reader as the 
story develops. This way, it is not needed to read the entire campaign before play, 
even while there is no harm in doing so. In the same way, it should be possible to 
change Game Masters in between scenarios without too much difficulty.

BACKGROUND

At the start of the campaign, an entity created by the Luminarians (see page 127 
in the Core Rules) has recently entered Comae Space. It will soon become clear 
that it is falling towards Eorthe, and more precisely, towards Glimminge on Dog-
gerland. 

The entity is a self-conscious bio-geological structure, in theory somewhat 
similar to the mysterious Gan Fly (see page 147 of the Core rules), but gigantic. It 
is most likely the only one of its kind. The origin of the entity is unknown—per-
haps it has been dormant since its creators left and now awakened, or it entered 
Comae Space from some other part of the universe. Whatever the truth, its exist-
ence will soon start to attract attention from humans and aliens alike who want to 
control it and try to understand its mysteries.

The entity calls itself “Redstone” in Menaryan, from the color of the material 
it is made of. It has a mind and the ability to reflect and act and can be considered 
both a person and a creation. Redstone has the ability to briefly alter time-space, 
using it to travel great distances. But at this moment it is not in total control of 
its own body. Redstone is under attack by a parasitic creature, a mind-bug, which 
is slowly defeating its immune system and taking over its mind and body. The 
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mind-bug will eventually—unless the characters do something to prevent it—de-
feat Redstone, merge with it physically, and use it as a vessel to travel Comae Space. 

Some of the inventions of the Luminarians have side-effects on weaker minds, 
such as humans. Redstone’s ability to shift realities has been distorted by the influ-
ence of the mind-bug, and it now causes a sort of mental “gravity” which pulls the 
mind of humans out of their body. This is called Fraction. As the meteor gets closer 
towards Doggerland, Fraction grows stronger, affecting ever more people.

THE RED STAR

The first scenario of the campaign is called The Red Star. It starts with the sudden 
appearance of a meteor that falls towards Eorthe. The meteor can be seen most 
clearly from the observatories in Doggerland. As it appears in the sky, the meteor 
has a strange effect—what is called Fraction—on the islanders, especially on those 
who live in the capital Glimminge.

Outside the observatory in Glimminge, a retired astronomer is found mur-
dered. At the University there are rumors of a doomsday cult. Meanwhile, an eso-
teric painter starts filling the walls in her house with images that she claims comes 
to her from a higher power. These are the three starting points where the characters 
will become involved in the events to come. Since they are friends from before, they 
will start helping each other to investigate the murder at the observatory and its 
connection to the meteor. Soon they will unravel the mysteries around them. At 
the same time, agents of the Colloquium and the Priests of Wittenberg will take an 
interest in the characters and in the events that unfold in Glimminge as the meteor 
inevitably comes closer.

The clues will point towards a Soot-infected former space pilot, named Fiona 
Helsterviek, who has gathered some students around her to form a truth-seeking 
cult. They believe that it is their destiny to ascend into a “higher state of conscious-
ness,” and thus become Luminarians. The cult will try to use an invention called the 
Astral Projector to alter themselves and achieve their goal. But their endeavor is 
based on misunderstandings and fantasies, and all they will achieve is to lose their 
minds, if the characters do not intervene to save them.

Even though The Red Star is the first part of the campaign, it also works as a 
stand alone scenario.

More on the Web

Visit FrostByte Book's website for free downloads. You 
will find character sheets, articles and additional rules 
for Odd Soot at www.frostbytebooks.com
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Above: In What We Carry With Us, the ship An-
dromeda is heading north from Glimminge, to ren-
dezvous with the comet. The North Atlantic is not a 
kind place in November, but those onboard turn out to 
cause even more trouble.  

WHAT WE CARRY WITH US

The second scenario is called What We Carry With Us. It starts a week or 
so after The Red Star. The feared impact of the meteor on Doggerland now seems 
unlikely as the meteor strangely changed course mid-air. But the effects of Frac-
tion linger. Though fewer people are affected, those that are, appear more seriously 
ill, some losing touch with reality altogether.

It will soon become clear that several groups in Glimminge are preparing 
to launch expeditions to investigate the meteor once it crashes on Eorthe. As the 
characters' intervention in The Red Star has been widely publicised, all of the 
expedition leaders turn to them and ask them to join their group. The first part 
of the scenario deals with these interactions and the ongoing preparations. It will 
be up to the characters to meet the important expedition members, assess their 
intentions and choose one to accompany. At the beginning of this part, the meteor 
crashes somewhere in the North Atlantic Ocean. 

The second part of the scenario is about the journey by ship towards the sus-
pected crash site of the meteor and the race against the other expeditions—where 
the characters can act to put their own expedition in the lead. Also, depending on 
the expedition, different internal tensions and threats will arise for the characters 
to deal with. Lastly, there will prove to be an alien stow away passenger onboard, 
a nuveri with its own agenda for seeking the meteor. The characters can either 
confront the alien or try to negotiate with it.

The last part of the scenario deals with finding the crash site. It ends as the 
meteor is sighted as a gigantic ice-covered island floating in the North Atlantic 
ocean.
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THE GIGGLING ICEBERG

The third and final scenario of the campaign continues where What We Carry With 
Us left off. It is time to step aboard the meteor and start to investigate it.

After setting up camp, the characters can explore the environment. Initially, 
they will face the competition of the other expeditions—including a fourth alien 
expedition of the mysterious Crisg’tu race. The characters also have to deal with 
the immune system of the living rock. As time passes by, areas inside the me-
teor—ventricles in the brain of Redstone—will open up for exploration. In this 
process, the characters will realise that there is something wrong with the meteor. 
It is attacked by a parasitic entity called the mind-bug. The characters can confront 
the mind-bug to either negotiate with it in order to save Redstone or try to kill it.

Whether the characters succeed in saving Redstone or not, it will suddenly 
depart from Eorthe one week after the scenario started. It has either succumbed to 
the mind-bug who uses it as a vessel to seek new victims, or it is freed and decides 
to continue its mysterious journey through space. The characters can either leave 
the meteor or stay and be taken out into Comae Space.

Using The Wayward Patient

For groups that don’t want to start off by diving di-
rectly into the first part of the campaign, the intro-
ductory scenario in the Core rules (page 224-258), The 
Wayward Patient, could be used as a prologue to let 
players acquaint themselves with the Odd Soot set-
ting and with Glimminge. Naturally the same goes 
for groups that have already played through it, as long 
as the Game Master judges that the existing characters 
are compatible with the three starting points. For this 
option two suggestions are given for the Game Master 
on how to connect that scenario and The Red Star, to 
create the feeling of a larger world.

Dr Grete Stenger, the physician who treated Ak-
sel Bjare, could very well have been in contact with 
Helsterviek, being concerned about her health. If the 
characters seek Stenger out—and have won her con-
fidence in the Bjare affair—she might be willing to 
share some details about Helsterviek’s personal his-
tory and where she works and lives (she’s practically 
a neighbour to Stenger’s clinic in Haga). However, 
Stenger doesn’t know that she leads the Interplanetary 
Academics, nor is aware of how far her sickness has 
deteriorated.

As Bjare and Helsterviek share some interests in in-
terdimensional travel it is likely that they have been 
in touch on the subject, before Bjare’s anti-social be-
haviour made any cooperation impossible. To illus-
trate this the Game Master could let the characters 
find a short snubbing note from him when searching 
Helstvieks apartment. It lies crumpled on the desk 
next to the map of the islands outside Glimminge and 
the letter from HeaLiq and reads:

Continued...
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THE PLAYER CHARACTERS

For the campaign A Falling Mind it is appropriate to create new 
characters. Their exact background, professions, and Skills are of less im-
portance; however, the following guidelines are recommended:

 » They should live in or nearby Glimminge.
 » The campaign works best if none of them have any sig-

nificant experience of Comae Space or interactions with 
alien races.

 » The characters should be equally divided in between the 
three starting points that are described in The Red Star. 
Each character should be created so that she is firmly 
rooted in the environment which is described in the 
starting point, for example being a teacher or student at 
the university. The three starting points are elaborated 
under the header Starting the Scenario in The Red Star 
(page QQ). The Game Master needs to review this sec-
tion and the section called Part I—Starting points in the 
same scenario before character creation.

 » Each character should have substantial links that con-
nect them to one of the starting points.

 » Together, the players should decide upon a shared Circle 
which connects them to each other, in addition to their 
individual ones. It is important that the characters not 
only know each other but will seek out the others for 
help and support. 

 » The Game Master should read the entire scenario The 
Red Star before character creation.

For those that prefer a quicker set-up, the sample group The Au-
tumn Leaves is provided (see page QQ), complete with four pre-gen-
erated characters with a shared circle and individual connections to the 
three starting points.

Lightsearcher¬
As you insistently reiterate, I 
acknowledge that our research  
 coincides somewhat on the theory of 
interdimensional movement. But 
whereas my work is purely scientific 
and yours, as you describe it, border  
 on the esoteric -even religious- I  
 cannot see that we could fruitfully 
cooperate in any way. Besides, I 
am much too occupied with mï 
current experiments to have any  
 time left whatsoever for irrelevanß, 
though possibly interesting,  
 intellectual exchange. 
Do not contact me again�.

A  Bjare�¬

Handout 1
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It wasn’t until we entered the smelly place called the Temple of Science that I 
realized it wasn’t all fun and adventure. Oscar started to bleed from his nose, 
mouth and ears, and as he dropped screaming to the ground, I felt something 
stroking my face in the darkness, like a big dry tongue marking its prey. 

I remember nothing after that moment until I was sitting on the grassy 
lawn in the middle of the university area, covered in glass shards and bleeding 
all over. The others said I ran straight through one of the windows to get out. 

From that point on, I never once rejoiced in the things we did—it was all a 
struggle to stop some unknown Evil from hurting my friends and relatives. Also, 
I wanted to take revenge—not on the thing we met in the temple—but on myself 
for allowing the fear to control me. There would come plenty of opportunities to 
do that. And I am proud to say I never quite lost it again as much as I did when 
the Nadjaga chose me to feast upon.

— Extract from A Fractured Life, the memoirs of Miss Erika Buske

The Red Star
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 T he scenario The Red STaR takes place in the city of Glimminge in 
the southern parts of Doggerland. It begins with the meteor appearing in 

the sky. At the same time, people start to fall out of their bodies, having strange 
experiences. Many of the islanders fear that the meteor will hit Doggerland and 
kill them all. In the panic that erupts, a murder is commited. An old astronomer 
is found dead outside the observatory. The murderer is not motivated by hatred or 
greed, but sees the act as a necessary but unfortunate part of a plan to transcend, to 
become a sky-faring star, and lead humankind to a bright future.

Already when the scenario begins, the characters are related to each other as 
friends or family. They all live in Glimminge. But they will start the scenario from 
different places—giving them different reasons to want to invetsigate the murder 
and find out more about the meteor. In the end they will work together to save a 
group of misled students from breaking their own minds. 

The Red Star is divided into three parts. In the first part, the characters try to 
figure out the strangeness that has started to happen in their everyday life, either at 
the University, related to a group of painters, or with a connection to the murdered 
astronomer. In the second part, the characters work together to gather more clues 
about the murderer. The scenario has its final in the third part where a showdown 
will take place in an abandoned observatory on an island outside of Glimminge.

Timeline

1907-1917 Fionna Helsterviek travels all over Comae 
Space as a space pilot. She gets infected by the Odd 
Soot from a book she reads in the Dream Library in 
the Sinking City on the planet of Sisymbrium.

1918 The sickness gets rapidly worse and she starts col-
lecting objects from all over space. Helsterviek loses 
her job and all her money.

1919 Helsterviek moves back to Eorthe, to Glimminge 
where she starts working as a social counselor at the 
University

1920 Helsterviek convinces her friend Max Junger-
land to build the Astral Projector. Jungerland realizes 
too late that the object does not work as intended, and 
that Helsterviek has gone mad. He hides the Astral 
Projector in his basement. 

1921 Helsterviek infiltrates the student association 
Interplanetary Academics and becomes their secret 
leader, spreading her false wisdom about the Lumi-
narians and promising to take them with her when 
she becomes Luminarian herself.

1922 3th of October (02.00) The meteor appears in the 
sky as a red dot. Helsterviek recognizes the meteor as 
an object connected to the Luminarians. She seeks out 
Jungerland and tries to make him give her the Astral 
Projector but he refuses. Accidentally, Helsterviek kills 
Jungerland. She goes to his home and takes the Astral 
Projector

1922 3th of October (daytime) Two police officers 
start investigating the killing of Jungerland. When 
they seek out Helsterviek, she uses the Astral Projec-
tor to drive them mad. During the day, the meteor is 

Continued...
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BACKGROuNd

The meteor that appears in the sky is the entity called Redstone, mentioned in the 
previous chapter. To the people on Doggerland, it is only seen as a red dot in the 
sky. Soon, things start to get complicated as things from the past collide with the 
effects of the meteor. 

A SPACE PILOT GONE ASTRAY

The Space Pilot Fionna Helsterviek, who was born in Glimminge, has travelled 
all over Comae Space during the last twenty years. Since childhood she has been 
obsessed with alien culture, and especially the enigmatic Luminarians. Unfortu-
nately, she was infected by the Odd Soot a couple of years ago. Helsterviek started 
to have strange ideas about the Luminarians and saw patterns of their heritage 
wherever she looked. She used her life savings to buy things from all over space 
that she thought would help her reveal the truth about the Luminarians. 

Quite quickly it became evident to her employers that Helsterviek was too 
unreliable to work as a space pilot. She was fired, and as she had taken big loans 
to finance her collection of alien objects, she had to move back to Glimminge and 
start working as a social counselor at the University.

Inspired by her collection of strange objects and the Odd Soot clouding her 
thinking, Helsterviek started to make a blueprint of an invention she called the 
Astral Projector. It was a machine that would help humans communicate all over 
Comae Space without any time-lag, using emotions instead of words or pictures. 
Helsterviek soon started to believe that she had been inspired and guided by the 
Luminarians in her invention.

One of Helstervieks few friends, an old astronomer named Max Jungerland, 
helped her build the Astral Projector in his basement. But as it was finished, it 
became evident that the machine did not do what Helsterviek thought it would. 
Instead of communicating, it made the person using it have an out-of-body ex-
perience. Jungerland realized that Helsterviek was infected by the Odd Soot. He 
took the machine from her as he feared that she would hurt herself.

Helsterviek, on the other hand, thought the machine revealed the secret of 
the Luminarians: that it was the Luminarians who created the Odd Soot in or-
der to test the other races. If the younger inhabitants of Comae Space could use 
the Odd Soot to transcend their own bodies and minds, they would themselves 
become Luminarians, and be able to travel to the paradise dimension where the 
Luminarians now wait for them.

seen in the sky above Doggerland. Newspapers write 
about it and people start to experience Fraction. The 
meteor is sending visions to the painter Rebecka Nold 
in Glimminge, who paints them on walls in the man-
sion where she lives. The observer Kaia Steen from 
the Colloquium, as well as father Rutger Heinz from 
the Priests of Wittenberg, start taking interest in the 
events.

1922 4th of October Helsterviek hides in the old 
abandoned observatory in Glimminge, and asks her 
students to come there, to prepare the ritual that will 
transform them into Luminarians.

1922 4th-8th of October Students from Interplan-
etary Academics leave their homes one by one to go 
hide with Helsterviek at the old observatory. At the 
same time, they spread rumors saying that the meteor 
means the end of the world.

1922 5th of October Astronomers figure out that the 
meteor will hit Doggerland, probably killing all life 
on the island. Panic erupts. Fraction grows stronger.

1922 9th of October Helsterviek and the students per-
form the ritual, which drives the students insane and 
transforms Helsterviek into a non-physical being.

1922 10th of October The meteor changes direction, 
now heading towards the Atlantic Ocean north of 
Doggerland, north-west of Norway.

1922 16th of October The meteor lands in the northern 
Atlantic creating tsunami waves that crashes into the 
surrounding countries. Still, the impact is strangely 
mild, as the meteor itself managed to slow down be-
fore it hit Eorthe.
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A CULT LEADER IS BORN

At the University in Glimminge, where Helsterviek works as a social counselor 
(having lied about her previous work experiences and education) she has made 
contact with a student association called Interplanetary Academics. They are a 
group of highly motivated students with bad social skills and big dreams of travel-
ling Comae Space. When the charismatic Helsterviek started to tell them half-lies 
about the Luminarians, she made them believe that they were chosen by the higher 
race to follow Helsterviek in her ascension and become Luminarians themselves.

The students in Interplanetary Academics meet with Helsterviek almost 
every night in their “Temple of Science”—the abandoned laundry house at the 
outskirts of the university area. Helsterviek has prepared them for the end of times 
and told them that they will become the forerunners of Eorthe—the first human 
Luminarians. In her vision, all of Eorthe will die and be born again.

A RED DOT IN THE SKY

When the meteor suddenly appears in the sky, as a red dot that seems to come from 
nowhere, the people of Doggerland interpret it differently. Some find it hopeful, as 
it reminds them of the vastness of space, while others see it as threatening—a red 
evil eye staring at them day and night.

To Helsterviek, the meaning of the meteor is evident. She intuitively feels 
its connections to the Luminarians, and as she experiences the effect it has on the 
people of Glimminge—Fraction—she realizes that the time has come to tran-
scend.

Helsterviek seeks out her old companion, the now retired astronomer Max 
Jungerland and asks him to give her the Astral Projector. She intends to use it to 
enhance the effect of Fraction to let her and the students in Interplanetary Aca-
demics leave their old bodies and minds. But Jungerland refuses to give it to her. 
In the argument that follows, Helsterviek accidentally kills him. She leaves the 
body where it is, outside the observatory. Then she goes to his home and steals the 
machine.

As soon as the police start investigating the case, the police officers on the 
case find a letter from Helsterviek to Jungerland. When they knock on her door, 
Helsterviek panics and activates the Astral Projector. The machine breaks the 
minds of the two two police officers. She takes the machine and hides at the secret 
meeting place of the Interplanetary Academics: the old observatory at an island 
outside Glimminge, close to the old keep called Rat’s Castle.

Opposite: Fionna Helsterviek, former space pilot and 
cult leader in the making, with her cane.
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The Doomsday Cult

When the meteor appears in the sky, the students in Interplanetary Academics 
are told that the time has come to ascend. They invent a symbol for the meteor: 
a red eye surrounded by a black circle. The students start painting the symbol all 
over the university area and Glimminge, and they spread words of the coming end. 
As they do so, panic erupts among the students. Soon, everybody talks about “the 
Eye of Doom.” Simultaneously, the students in Interplanetary Academics leave 
their homes and possessions, one by one, to go live with Helsterviek in the old 
observatory.

Some of the other student groups at the University start focusing on the 
meteor and the end of the world. One group starts to study Fraction with the help 
of hypnosis and drugs. Another goes out in the streets of Glimminge to proclaim 
that the end is coming. Several students are taken to St. Anrid, the Mental Hos-
pital of Glimminge.

 
A Priest, an Observer  

and an Esoteric Painter
Father Rutger Heinz is one of the few members of The Priests of Wittenberg (see 
page 132 in the Core Rules) who lives in Glimminge. He is indeed worried over 
the situation. Father Heinz has observed Helsterviek quite a while, since he knows 
that she is infected by the Soot. He suspects that she is meddling with black magic 
at the University. When the meteor appears, Father Heinz becomes certain that 
Helsterviek has lured the students in Interplanetary Academics into helping her 
call the “red eye” to Eorthe with black magic. Heinz has prepared himself with 
magical rituals and paid a group of thugs to help him wipe out this group of evil 
magicians. Only by killing them before they perform the final ritual, can the eye 
be averted before it hits Doggerland. The only problem is that he cannot find the 
cult’s secret hideout. During the scenario, he will try to use the characters as his 
pawns.

Meanwhile, one of the observers in the Colloquium (See Page 130 in the 
Core Rules) Kaia Steen, has interpreted information from the Philosophy Engine 
which implies that the meteor will be crucial for how Doggerland will develop 
during the coming years. The Engine also told her that this somehow is connected 
to the killing of a man named Max Jungerland. Unfortunately, Steen’s fellow ob-
servers have told her not to meddle in the matter. Still, she has tried to find out 
what the police knows about the murder of Jungerland. To her surprise, she real-
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ized that the two police officers linked to the case seem to have lost their minds. 
Now she is looking for someone she can nudge into becoming interested in the 
murder of Max Jungerland.

The Glimminge Esoteric Art Society resides in a gigantic mansion on the 
coast north of Glimminge. Here, several artists live and paint and inspire each 
other into creating art that goes beyond the naturalistic creations that are popular 
among common people in Doggerland. For some time, the meteor has telepathi-
cally reached out to a young artist named Rebecka Nold, who lives at the man-
sion. Inspired by the meteor’s visions, she has started to create amazing paintings. 
The night the meteor appears, Nold gets overwhelmed by its visions and starts 
believing that she has become chosen as the spokesperson for a higher power. The 
meteor sends her vague images and collects her thoughts and feelings, partly to 
understand the human mind, but also to try to make her stop Helsterviek from 
driving the students mad.

SCENARIO STRUCTURE

The Meteor  
Appears

The  
University Helsterviek's  

Apartment

The Murder of 
Jungerland

The Old  
Observatory

The Esoteric Art 
Association

The Temple  
of Science

part iStart part ii part iii

fraction 

father heintz 

doomsday preachers 

Fleshing Out Glimminge

If this is the first Odd Soot scenario for the group, it 
is good to take some time and describe Glimminge to-
gether. The Game Master should let the players decide 
what different locations in the city look like and also 
let them come up with important people living in the 
city. It is the Game Master’s job to write down these 
places and NPCs and use them in this or later sce-
narios.

People from the characters’ Circles should be affected 
by Fraction, and thus in need of the characters’ care 
and attention. These kinds of scenes are good for flesh-
ing out the characters and their relationships.
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Opposite: A mindmap over the scenario, showing the 
three parts, main locations and how they are con-
nected to each other. Several boxes contain multiple 
locations and events described in detail later.. At the 
bottom, the escalating events  are shown that continue 
throughout the scenario.

OVERVIEW  
OF THE SCENARIO

The scenario starts with scenes where the characters notice the meteor for the 
first time. Then the three starting points should be used to set scenes. The starting 
points are circumstances and places where the characters may get interested in 
finding out the truth of both the murder and the meteor. They should be connected 
to the different characters already in character-creation, giving them different ways 
to become involved in the story. The staring points are: the murder of Max Junger-
land, the University, and the Esoteric Art Association.

Sometime while the characters investigate the different situations at the 
starting points, they run into each other or meet up. During character creation, the 
players decided upon a common Circle connecting them to each other. This makes 
it plausible to form a group and continue the investigation together. 

The starting points make up the first part of the scenario. The second part is 
when the characters investigate the Interplanetary Academic’s now abandoned 
temple in the laundry house at the University and the home of Helsterviek. 

In the third and final part, the characters find Helsterviek and the students 
at the old observatory. They have already started to use the Astral Projector, but 
hopefully the characters can prevent the students from being infected by the Odd 
Soot or going mad. 

During the scenario, Fraction will get stronger and affect more people, in-
cluding the characters. Also, the meteor will come closer to Eorthe, growing bigger 
in the sky. This inspires doomsday preachers to spread fear all over Glimminge. At 
some point during the scenario, Father Rutger Heinz will confront the characters 
and try to make them work for him.

ESCALATING EVENTS

Several things escalate in the background of the scenario, while the characters try 
to find out what is happening. It is up to the Game Master to decide how much 
attention these things will get in the story. 

Fraction
The sole presence of the meteor is enough to loosen up the thing that binds our 
human mind to the body. A fraction is created which makes the former fall out of 
the later. This is reminiscent of the sensation when one falls asleep or being high on 
drugs or alcohol. It could also be described as a daydream or the mind wandering 
while listening to a boring conversation. 
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In the scenario, this means that people start having out of body-experiences. 
They can come at any time, but most often it happens when a person is either 
highly stressed or very calm. For most people Fraction is not harmful in any way 
and indistinguishable from ordinary mindlessness, even though there are a few 
accidents with people falling out of their bodies while driving.

But for some particularly sensitive minds, Fraction is enough to push them 
into mental illness. The Mental Hospital in Glimminge, St. Anrid, soon fills up. 
For other people, Fraction awakens creativity and inspires artistic work. Those in-
fected by the Odd Soot are more easily affected by Fraction than others. Though 
those that suffer seriously are few, they are numerous enough for everyone to have 
a family member, an acquaintance, or a friend of a friend that is affected. Many are 
anxious about the development and the risk of “catching it” themselves.

Many people in Doggerland draw the conclusion that Fraction is somehow 
created by the presence of the meteor. But most scientists believe that it is not 
an effect of the meteor in itself, but mass-hysteria, created by people’s fear of the 
meteor.

At the beginning of the scenario, the Game Master should let some of the 
NPCs that are important to the characters get affected by Fraction. The effect 
should grow more intense during the scenario, meaning for example that an NPC 
at the start of the scenario has short periods of outer body experiences, while she 
at the end of the scenario is stuck in Fraction and unable to get back to her body.

One or several of the characters should be sensitive to Fraction, falling out 
of her mind. For these characters, the Game Master should set a scene some time 
during the first part of the scenario where the character falls out of her body for the 
first time. The table Symptoms of Fraction should be used to see how the character 
gets affected.

At times during the scenario when these characters are stressed out, tired, 
hungry, thirsty, or experiences something strange, the Game Master may ask for a 
Willpower roll to see if the character starts to become affected by Fraction. If the 
character is infected by the Odd Soot, the roll is Hard.

As the scenario progresses, The Game Master should set small scenes in be-
tween other scenes where a character falls out of her body. These scenes create a 
feeling of strangeness and unpredictability. Maybe a character loses contact with 
her body while eating or stops hearing what the other characters say.

Fraction should be described as something odd happening, maybe even scary. 
The Game Master could describe the scene from within the character—how she 
experiences leaving her body.

Symptoms of Fraction

When a character (or a chosen NPC) falls out of her 
body, the Game Master may be inspired by this list 
to decide what happens. Roll 1d10 or pick something 
from the list. If a character is infected by the Odd Soot, 
subtract 1 from the roll. Add 1 if the character has 
Willpower 40% or above. 

1. Harmful. Scary or harmful conditions: fear, delu-
sions, overwhelmed by scary memories, split person-
ality, paranoid thoughts and sensations, hears voices, 
strange sensations on the skin etc. Lasts a long time, 
hard to stop. Could cause enough stress to push the 
person into some form of mental illness (depression, 
anxiety conditions, psychosis etc.).

2. Loss of Body Functions. Some function in the 
body, for example eyesight, ability to hear, or muscle 
strength in the legs or arms is lost for 1d100 minutes. 
Very hard to interrupt. 

3. Inspirational. A strong inspiration to create some-
thing artful: writing, painting, making speeches etc. 
Hard to resist acting on this urge. Periods of getting 
caught up in one's owns thoughts and ideas. The person 
sometimes “merges” with the art—making it hard to 
separate it from oneself. Lasts 1d10 days (on and off ).

4-6. Numbness. Periods of “a blank mind,” for exam-
ple: cannot feel the body, hear other people talking or 
see or perceive anything, or stands still with open eyes. 
Lasts 1d10 minutes but can be interrupted by another 
person. In some cases the person can look down on her 
own body as if floating in the air above herself.

7-8. Dreamy States. Pleasant daydreams and feelings 
of joy that block out everything else. Can easily be in-
terrupted. Lasts 1d4 minutes.

9-10. Short Gaps in Consciousness. Loss of conscious-
ness for a short period of time, for example in the mid-
dle of a conversation. Lasts 1d10 seconds. Cannot be 
interrupted. While “away” the person cannot act on 
anything that happens and she stops doing whatever 
she did when she fell out of her body.

Note: The way Fraction is described in this scenario 
is loosely based on the psychological phenomena called 
dissociation.

Opposite: Map of Glimminge, for the Game Master. 
A player map is at the end of the book.
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Depending on how much focus the Game Master wants to put on Fraction, 
it can either be kept to the experiences of the characters and the symptoms of their 
important NPCs, or it can be allowed to affect other NPCs as well.

At the end of the scenario, when the meteor has crashed into the ocean, Frac-
tion does not go away. The meteor has somehow been connected to the people of 
Doggerland on a metaphysical level. This means that the phenomena continue. 
The further development is described in part two of the campaign, What We Carry 
With Us.

The End is Near

The students in Interplanetary Academics paint the 
symbol of the meteor: a red eye surrounded by a circle, 
all over Glimminge, and especially at the University. 
They also convince other students to believe that the 
end is near. Many of these people start up conversa-
tions with strangers in town, about the coming end, 
and they write letters to newspapers and gather at 
cafés and restaurants to discuss what to do to prevent 
it—if anything can be done.

After it becomes evident that the meteor will actu-
ally crash on Doggerland, many people in Glimminge 
can’t handle the stress and start acting strange, for 
example dressing up in white sheets and walking the 
streets ringing bells and shouting that the end is near.

Handout 2. "The Final Days of Life on Doggerland?" 
(Glimmingebladet October 6, 1922). Upper right, 
photograph of Father Rutger Heintz.

The Meteor is Coming Closer
The scenario starts with the meteor becoming visible in the sky, day and night, as a 
red dot. During the scenario it will grow bigger. After a few days, the astronomers 
of Glimminge will figure out that it seems to be heading towards Glimminge. If 
this is true, the impact will crush the entire island of Doggerland. Secondary ef-
fects, like tsunamis and ash spreading in the air, will affect life all over the northern 
hemisphere.

When this news is spread by journalists, many of the inhabitants of Glim-
minge panic. Some pack their bags and try to leave Doggerland, others hide in 
basements and a few seek comfort in religion. People flock outside the newly built 
observatory and try to get more information from the astronomers. Some sell all 
their possessions and try to flee on boats heading for distant parts of Eorthe or 
spaceships heading for another planet.

At the end of the scenario, the meteor miraculously changes direction and 
crashes down into the northern Atlantic. The impact is not as dramatic as antici-
pated as the meteor manages to slow down before the crash.
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The Priest of Wittenberg

Sometime during the scenario, Father Rutger Heinz will confront the characters 

with four thugs, preferably at night someplace where the characters are alone and 

unable to call for help. Father Heinz knows that they are poking around and wants 

to know why and find out what they know. He is demanding and threatening. 

Should the characters be uncooperative, he will use the spell Explosive Unfold 

(See Page 165 in the Core Rules), directed at an object nearby, to scare them.

Regardless of how the characters react, Heinz will demand that they continu-

ously inform him of what they are about to do and give him any information they 

find. He can be contacted by leaving notes at the reception of the Blackbird Hotel 

where he is staying.
One of the thugs will try to follow the characters around, without being seen. 

If the characters watch out for someone spying on them, one of the players can 

make an Opposed Roll (Perception against Stealth) to try to spot him.

Should the characters try to do things without informing Father Heinz, or 

if they don’t share information, he will order his thugs to attack them. They only 

want to frighten the characters and will stop fighting before anyone gets badly 

injured. But if Father Heinz for some reason starts to believe that the characters 

cooperate with Helsterviek, he will join the thugs to corner the characters and 

force them to choose a side: the Krystian’s, or the Devil’s. If they choose the latter, 

he will at best regard them as fools and at worst as enemies, or even supporters of 

Dark Magic. 
Father Heinz will not share any information. If the characters ask him what 

he intends to do, he tells them that the Priests of Wittenberg exist only to serve 

humankind by exterminating anyone using black magic.
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STARTING 
THE SCENARIO

Each of the characters should be connected to one of the starting points from 
character creation, by creating a connection related to the starting point. If there 
are more than three characters, the Game Master may place characters in groups, 
for instance, letting two characters be related to the University.

The boxed texts for each of the starting points (the University, the Murder, 
and the Esoteric Art Association) give some suggestions on how to relate a char-
acter to the starting point. NPCs and places in these suggestions are described 
later in the text. 

Further inspiration can be drawn from the sample group The Autumn Leaves 
and its respective characters (page QQ).

After the first scenes for each starting point, the character should somehow 
meet up to compare notes. This could either be planned from the start, for example 
by letting it be decided on forehand that the characters will meet up for dinner on 
the evening the 4th of October, or—for groups who like to throw things up in the 
air and see where they land—have the how, when, and if the characters meet up be 
a matter of what they chose to do in the game, thus letting fiction decide. 

The latter demands that the characters are indeed connected to each other 
through the Circle they all share, so that when they see each other, it will be natu-
ral to speak about what has happened.

THE FIRST SCENE

The first scenes play out sometime on the 3rd of October, when each of the char-
acters spot the meteor for the first time. It appears in the sky at 2 AM a Thursday 
night, but it is the players who decide when and where their character spots it. The 
meteor can also be seen during daytime. 

These scenes are meant to give room for each player to start finding out who 
her character is and get some grips on how to play her. The Game Master may help 
by asking questions such as: what are you thinking, what does the room look like, 
who is with you and what is your relationship, and what do you see when you look 
at yourself in the mirror above the chiffonier? 

Using The Starting Points

After everyone's first scenes, the Game Master should 
set scenes at the different starting points. They can fill 
up an entire session or only the first part of the session. 
When it feels like everyone is done investigating their 
starting point, the Game Master should set a scene 
where all characters meet—either by deciding that 
they somehow bump into each other, or by asking the 
players where they would most likely meet up.



c o n n e c t i o n s  t o  t h e  m u r d e r

The character may be:

1. A friend or relative to Max Jungerland
2. A witness to the murder

3. Colleague or friend to one of the two police officer who has lost their mind
4. Medium contacted by the ghost of Max Jungerland

5. Journalist investigating the case

The sample character Maarten Klang (page QQ) 
 in The Autumn Leaves is tailored for this starting point.

c o n n e c t i o n s  t o  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y

The character may be:

1. A student or teacher at the University
2. Boy- or girlfriend to one of the students in Interplanetary Academics

3. Secret private detective sent to the University to, for some reason, keep an 
eye on one of the students in Interplanetary Academics

4. Friend of a student who will be driven mad by Fraction 
5. Assistant to Principal Margarete Asp

The sample character Alba Grundtvig (page QQ) 
 in The Autumn Leaves is tailored for this starting point.

c o n n e c t i o n s  t o  t h e  a r t  a s s o c i at i o n

The character may be:

1. A member of the association
2. Hired staff at the mansion

3. Relative or friend to Rebecka Nold
4. Rebecka Nold’s husband

5. Art dealer infatuated with Rebecka Nold
6. Occultist trying to understand hidden messages in esoteric art

The sample character Gunløg Qvam (page QQ) 
 in The Autumn Leaves is tailored for this starting point.
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STARTING POINTS

The three starting points are described below. They each have important places 
where the characters can go to look for clues. The characters may meet up anytime 
during these investigations and help each other, and they may go between starting 
points back and forth as they please. Somehow, they will find clues leading them 
to the Temple of Science at the University and the home of Helsterviek, the two 
places that constitute the second part of the scenario.

THE MURDER

Early in the morning, just a few hours after the meteor becomes visible in the sky, 
Helsterviek goes to see Max Jungerland at the observatory, where he almost always 
spends his nights. She tries to persuade him into giving her the Astral Projector. 
When he refuses to give it to her, she threatens him with a knife. Jungerland tries 
to run away, but he slips and falls on the knife which cuts open his throat, making 
it impossible for him to scream for help. Helsterviek panics and runs away. When 
she comes to her senses, she goes to Jungerland’s home, breaks into his cellar and 
steals the Astral Projector. 

In the morning, two police officers start to investigate the murder: Mårten 
Drost and Disa Egeberg. They find a letter (see A Letter from Helsterviek) from 
Helsterviek in Jungerland’s home. When they visit Helsterviek later the same day, 
she uses the Astral Projector on them, which drives them mad.

A STRANGE MEETING

When Kaia Steen, observer at the Colloquium, learns from the Philosophy Engine 
that the meteor and the killing of Max Jungerland will have a possible devastating 

Above: Max Jungerland, astronomer. Opposite: Jun-
gerland's house on a foggy Glimminge night.
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effect on Doggerland, she gets worried. As she is not allowed to interfere herself, 
she takes contact with someone who can and who is somehow involved with the 
whereabouts of Jungerland, namely one of the player characters. Steen tries to 
nudge the character into investigating what is happening.

This nudging takes place on the 4th of October, somewhere private and hid-
den from the eyes of other observers. Steen could for instance have climbed in 
through a window in the character’s house and is waiting in front of the open fire 
or in the character’s bedroom, or she is hiding at the character’s workplace and 
reveals herself when the character locks up for the evening.

Steen will not introduce herself as anything but “a concerned citizen” and she 
will not answer any questions about who she is. She will not state any facts or say 
why she has contacted the character. Instead, she only asks questions, such as: what 
is your relationship with Jungerland? Do you know that there is something funny 
going on with the police investigation? How do you think the death of Jungerland 
is connected to the meteor? With her questions, Steen will see to it that the char-
acter understands that the police officers have lost their minds. 

As Steen is a somewhat odd person, she handles the situation in her own way. 
When she gets stressed or insecure—maybe because the character starts press-
ing her for answers or threatens to call the police, she begins to smile. The more 
stressed she gets, the more she smiles, and then she starts to giggle and out right 
laugh. If the situation gets out of hand, she tries to leave. Should she be kept by 
force until the police come, she goes with the police officers to the station. But no 
interrogation is held, as her colleagues at the Colloquium come to get her. 
 

The Crime Scene
The astronomers at the observatory may tell the characters the following things:

1. Jungerland was a retired astronomer who kept coming to the 
observatory every night.

2. Jungerland lives at Rigerstrasse 12 in Glimminge
3. Jungerland was a loner with few, if any, friends. He was also an 

inventor who often helped the others at the observatory with 
practical problems such as repairing a broken motor on the car 
or fixing a leaking pipe at the house. Everyone liked him, but few 
actually knew him.

4. Jungerland was found murdered in front of the observatory early 
in the morning of the 3rd of October. The cleaning lady, a certain 

The Observatory

Newly built building in red bricks with an arched 
metal roof. Secluded, in a park north of central Glim-
minge. Many worried astronomers. A gigantic tel-
escope. Papers everywhere with calculations. An at-
mosphere as if the fate of the world depends on the 
people working here. Scientists with glasses, long 
beards and bleak skin, who work around the clock. 
Chief of the observatory is Professor Gerda Klaus. 

Journalists and worried citizens hanging around out-
side. Panic in the air. The crime scene right outside the 
main entrance—blood on the ground. No one comes 
close. Broken branches in a bush where Jungerland fell 
as he died. A photographer takes pictures with a cam-
era with a gigantic flash.

Kaia Steen, observer at the Colloquium.
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Ann Rising, discovered the body. Mrs Rising is still very upset 
about seeing Jungerland dead in a bush just outside the main 
entrance of the observatory.

Two police officers came to ask questions about the murder. They said they 
would come back shortly, but they haven’t. It was a man and a woman, maybe their 
names were Rost and Egbert, or something like that?

The astronomers have different theories about the meteor and why it sud-
denly appeared in the sky out of nowhere, for example: it is a part of a spaceship 
that somehow was destroyed, it is a part of the moon, it has been flying towards 
Eorthe for a long time but has previously been hidden by the sun, it is an invading 
Alien army—maybe Crisg´tuians etc. The astronomers argue about if the meteor 
will hit Eorthe or not, and what will happen if it does.

The Police Officers
If the characters go to the police station, they may find out that the officers respon-
sible for the murder investigation: Mårten Drost and Disa Egeberg, have not been 
seen since they started the investigation. But it will take some persuasion or fast 
talk to make someone tell them this, since police officers do not give information 
about each other lightly.

Should the characters go to Drost’s or Egeberg’s home, they find out that the 
officers have been missing since the same day the dead body was found. Drost lives 
alone in a depressing apartment filled with collections of stamps. Egeberg has a 
house with her husband who sits in a wheelchair since a car accident a year ago, 
and they have two hyperactive children.

Egeberg’s husband may tell the characters that Disa behaved strangely when 
she came home for lunch on the 3rd of October—she acted paranoid and kept 
talking about how “the shadow people” followed her every step. In the middle of 
lunch, she suddenly crept up on the table, opened the window and jumped out. 
The back of her running away was the last her husband saw of her. But he can give 
the characters a letter that he found in Disa’s uniform pocket (see A Letter from 
Helsterviek). It has no envelope. 

Disa’s husband will tell the character that he fears that Disa has gone mad. 
Maybe the character can somehow try to find out if this is the case? 

Mårten is a short man with brown hair and beard, and Disa is a blond woman 
with blue eyes.

A Letter From Helsterviek

“Master Stargazer!

I speak with the most stern of voices when I bark: give 
it to me! Now. And you know that it belongs to me. 
Your presence in the hypersphere concludes this fact 
as certain as a fly on a newly bought pastry on a hot 
summer day. Your will is intended good, yes. But your 
perception is deceiving you, with much ration. It needs 
me, and the reverse. I want it now. The time is com-
ing. We will both be there together, and none of us. 
As we are now. End is coming, my friend. And it is 
a joyous thing. We are to become it. The testers will 
say, cheerio-hello, how an explicit result, my dear for-
mer students, now co-masters, as we and it and they 
swarm out from the darkness of Comae Space like 
hornets dancing the All happy-All bouncy waltz of 
youthness. It is time. (Even more stern) Give it to me! 
I am your friend. Ness. Type. We will break the riddle. 
Give it to me. Softer voice. Please.

/ Your pilot of planets, whisperer of meaningless 
soothing to indifferent morons, time-waster at the big 
unknowledge-center of undeserved pride, your dog-
shit picker, and cleaner of chalkboards.”

Handout 3

The Police Station

Five-story building filled with noises, screams, accu-
sations, banging on typewriters, smell of burnt coffee, 
cigarette smoke, tired jokes, barking dogs, and men 
and women in uniforms.

“I speak with the 
most stern of voices 
when I bark:  
Give it to me!”
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The Astronomer’s Home

Jungerland’s house lies at the outskirts of Glimminge. Jungerland’s watchdog Eld-
irrr is locked in the basement and can be heard barking from a distance. It has not 
been fed in several days. The rather aggressive dog hindered the police officers from 
investigating the basement. But since the dog considers Helsterviek a friend, she 
had no problem breaking a window at the back of the house and climbing down 
into the basement to take the Astral Projector.

There is one opening to the basement from the outside and one inside the 
house. If the characters go there, they need to somehow handle the watchdog.

The basement is filled with models of this and other solar systems, spaceships, 
and even handmade models of aliens. In a corner, there is a desk with paper holders 
where the characters can find a number of bills (gas, rent, food, strange equipment 
from different tradesmen and so on) that Jungerland has helped Helsterviek pay 
over the last few years. Her name and address are written on several of the bills: 
Sörgade 14, Haga. There is also an unmailed letter to the Principal of the Univer-
sity (see Letter to Margarete Asp).

On the desk are also a couple of half-made inventions: a dust-blowing ma-
chine for indoors cleaning, a wet hanker machine for cooling one's face hot summer 
days, a universal lexicon machine meant to store and quickly look up all possible 
information (at the moment containing 1,524 subjects—all of them beginning on 
Aa), and spectral vision glasses to more clearly see the rainbow (fully functional).
 

The Mental Hospital
If the characters go to the mental hospital in Glimminge: St. Anrids, and describe 
the two missing police officers, the nurses will gladly let them meet Drost and 
Egeberg. The staff have been trying to find out who the patients are since they 
came here.

The police officers each have a small cell. They are dressed in white clothes 
and have their arms tied to the front part of the dress, not to hurt themselves. Both 
of them are strangely sun tanned in the face (a mark from the Astral Projector).

Egeberg is scared of “shadow people” growing in the dark parts of her cell, 
waiting for her to sleep so that they can climb into her ears and take control over 
her body. But she is reluctant to tell anyone about this, since the last time she asked 
for help, the nurses forced her into an ice-cold bath until she nearly passed out. If 
the characters gain her trust, she will tell them that a woman named Helsterviek is 
in charge of the shadow people. 

Eldirrr, The Watchdog

A bad dog who loves his master. Now hungry and 
mad. 

Str 15 Con 14 Siz 8 Dex 14 Int 3 
Pow 3 Cha 1

Action pts 2  Hit Points 11 
Armour —  DMG Bonus 0 
Power pts 3  Age 7

Demeanor: Watchdog

Passions: Seek the approval of my master 100%

Skills: Bite 65% (1d6), Endurance 65%, Evade 50%, 
Perception 75%

Jungerland’s House

A white two-story wooden house with a red roof. 
Basement with small windows. Empty clean rooms. 
Few items. Tidy and lonely. Everything is arranged 
correctly. Food arranged in alphabetical order. All 
clothes of the same label and model: white pants with 
white shirt and grey socks. A bookshelf with neatly 
sorted letters from correspondence with astronomers 
all over Eorthe, and even some written in Menar-
yan from different parts of Comae Space. A big scary 
watchdog in the basement.

St. Anrid Hospital

A lush park surrounded by high walls and a big metal 
gate decorated with dragons. Several white brick-
houses. Some patients are screaming and crying, oth-
ers laughing about nothing, or sitting quietly staring 
into the distance. Poor patients treated as prisoners, 
rich as guests. Nurses and doctors in white dresses. All 
very polite to guests.

Hot and ice-cold baths, leeches on skin, electricity on 
skin, cramped confinement, dark isolation, vomiting 
pills, beatings, surgical operations, bloodletting etc.
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Letter to Margarete Asp

Dear Principal Asp,

I write to you with a heavy heart and a great concern 
regarding one of your employees at the University. She 
is a friend of mine, which of course makes it hard to 
write this letter, but it is unavoidable. 

Her name is Fionna Helsterviek, and she works as a 
social counselor. In her former life she was a magnifi-
cent space pilot, and if one goes even further back in 
time, she was raised by my family, as an extra little 
sister. Unfortunately, she was somehow infected by the 
Soot during her travels back and forth through Comae 
Space. This is something I would keep secret if it was 
not for the fact that I suspect that the illness had in-
filtrated her mind.

The reason I write to you is because I fear that Helster-
viek—as the charming and brilliant person she is—
has somehow gained influence over a group of students 
at the University. She has mentioned something called 
Interplanetary Academics, and a “Temple of Science”. 
I fear for the health of these young people, if she indeed 
manages to lure them into following her to whatever 
place she is headed to, in her delusional state.

Please do not take lightly on this warning!

Yours, 

Astronomer (now retired) Max Jungerland

According to Egeberg, Helsterviek murdered Jungerland to steal his eyelids 
so that she can blink out all light on Eorthe and forever rule in the dark.

Drost has lost contact with the world. He is bent backwards in an unnatural 
position. Whatever the characters do, he will only respond with a clicking sound 
and, if he gets stressed, by moving the fingers on his left hand like spider legs. 

Drost has hidden a half-chewed white envelope in the upper part of his 
mouth. He will spit it out when the characters are about to leave him. Despite 
the moisture from saliva, it is possible to make out the letters “From your friend 
Helsterviek” in black ink on the envelope.
 

The Characters and the Murder
The character that starts with a connection to Jungerland and the murder should 
have a motive to figure out what has happened. The murder is the starting point 
with most places to go and things to try to figure out. 

Most likely, the other characters will get involved in the investigation before 
it takes the characters to part two in the scenario. Jungerland’s letter to Principal 
Margarete Asp might make the character go to the University.
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GLIMMINGE ESOTERIC ART SOCIETY

In the wealthy district of Sorgenfri, north-east of Glimminge Old Town, there is a 
mansion owned by the widow Elise Brakk. The mansion is the gathering-place for 
the artists in Glimminge Esoteric Art Association. In fact, several of the artists live 
here, and they call it the Cave of the Unseen. Brakk is the queen of the Cave and 
everyone else—painters as well as hired staff at the mansion—are her underlings. 
If she says that a work of art is brilliant, everyone will agree.

One of the artists living here is Rebecka Nold. She was not a painter when 
she came here but was brought to the mansion by Elise Brakk to save her from 
a violent husband. Nold started to learn to paint a year ago but has mostly done 
naturalistic landscapes and portraits, which she only shows for Brakk. 

In the recent weeks, Nold has been contacted by the meteor, which has filled 
her head with visions. Nold has painted these visions, creating remarkable art. This 
has created tension at the mansion, as Brakk gets jealous of both Nold’s newly 
emerged artistic talent, and the attention she gets from the others; Brakk wants to 
have Nold for herself. Brakk has tried to convince Nold that she is having a mental 
breakdown and should consult a doctor, but instead of following her advice, Nold 
has sought the support of the others, who, for once, has sided against Brakk, as the 
outstanding quality of Nold’s art is undeniable. 

When the meteor appears in the sky, its telepathic contact with Nold gets 
dramatically enhanced, flooding her mind with alien visions. The meteor has an 
ability to foresee the future and in the visions there are warnings about Helsterviek 
and what she is about to do to Jungerland and to the students in Interplanetary 
Academics. The meteor will also encourage Nold to take contact with a Nuveri al-
ien named HeaLiq, whom the characters will encounter in the coming parts of the 
campaign. But unfortunately, Nold does not understand what or who HeaLiq is.

 
The Awakening Of Nold

The night the meteor appears in the sky, Nold wakes up with a realization that she 
has been contacted by some form of higher power—a being calling her from outer 
space. She calls it the Voice.

Nold takes paint and brushes and goes down to the ground floor of the man-
sion and in an automatic trance, she starts to fill walls, doors, and floor with visions 
that she sees in her head. Her paintings are esoteric, intangible, and very impres-
sive. They are painted in clear soft color, depicting geometrical figures, dualities 
(not seldom a black and a white swan), strange symbols, and sometimes writings 

The Cave of the Unseen

A gigantic white mansion close to the beach, beautiful 
garden with greenhouse, fountains, and hundreds of 
roses in many colors. A house filled with art and valu-
able items, many rooms and an impressive hall used 
as an art studio. Multiple luxurious bedrooms and 
many people living here—mostly non-heterosexuals. 
Expensive wine, cigarette smoke, a plethora of cats in 
different colors, and bear skin rugs in front of fireplac-
es. Toasts, speeches, salutations, rumors, and a nasty 
social game of hierarchy. Art, art, art.

Above: Elise Brakk. Below: Rebecka Nold.

Opposite: A small piece of Nold's drawings.
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and numbers. A ramshackle high-house building with triangular windows and a 
statue of a lion with a gaping mouth figure in many of the paintings. 

When Brakk wakes up, she gets intimidated by Nold’s behavior and states 
that Nold needs immediate care at the mental asylum. But Nold has gotten the 
idea that she has become chosen to interpret these images, and act on its messages. 
After a loud and messy argument, Nold manages to convince the others that she 
is right and Brakk is wrong. From this point on, Nold starts to form a cult around 
her, while she continues to make new drawings and interpret them. The boxed text 
Development at the Mansion states these events in order. Written words in the 
pictures can be found in the boxed text: Messages from the Meteor. Let the player 
characters notice them one after another.

Developments at the Mansion
The following things happen at the mansion, if not prevented by the characters:

1. The meteor starts sending vague visions to Nold a couple of weeks 
before it appears in the sky. Nold paints what she sees in her head. 
This creates a rift between Nold and Brakk, where many at the 
mansion side with Nold. 

2. On the 3rd of October, Nold wakes up in the middle of night, 
filled by the visions from the meteor, and starts to paint them all 
over the ground floor. She believes that she has been contacted by 
a higher power called the Voice.

3. Brakk awakens on the morning of 3rd October and sees the draw-
ings all over the walls of the mansion. She believes that Nold has 
gone mad and tries to make her come along to the mental hospital. 
Nold refuses, and states that she has been assigned the leadership 
of the mansion, and that everyone here must help her interpret 
these images, and act on the message. Most of the people at the 
mansion side with Nold. She declares that the mansion is now a 
holy temple.

4. On the evening of the 4th of October, Nold locks all doors and 
windows at the ground floor, as she does not want the message 
from the higher power to be spread prematurely.

5. Nold realizes that the Voice must come from the meteor
6. On the 5th of October, Brakk tries to flee from the mansion but 

gets caught and imprisoned in the attic.

Messages From The Meteor

These messages appear in Nold’s art. Let the characters 
or Nold notice them in the given order or roll a d6 each 
time they study the drawings.

1. My mere presence will infect all—act now!

2. The head must be collected

3. Jungerland, Jungerland, Jungerland

4. Let the stinger of death, the bearer of bloodlust, 
the HeaLiq, come to me

5. Madness awaits those that follows her—she 
must be stopped!

6. The aviator of stars is an abomination, but 
there are more to come, and they will wrestle 
amongst themselves for the cancer clouding my 
center, that which injects oz of blackness in my 
outstretched mind. All will fall out of body
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7. On the 5th of October, Nold sees her own writing in the paintings 
and understands that a person called Jungerland is important. She 
sends someone (a character?) to find Jungerland. Though, at this 
point, he is already dead.

8. On the 6th of October, Nold arranges a series of seances where she 
tries to contact the meteor. All people at the mansion are forced to 
participate. Many of them experience Fraction. In one of the ses-
sions, the name Helsterviek appears in Nold’s mind. Apparently, 
Helsterviek is about to “hurt a group of young souls”. Nold may 
ask one of the characters to investigate this matter.

9. On the 7th of October Nold tells the others at the mansion to start 
writing a new bible—The Soft Sayings—where they collect the 
words from the pictures. She names the people at the mansion the 
Listeners, and she assigns herself the roles as the Chosen Palate.

10. Late in the evening on the 7th of October, Brakk tries to climb out 
a window but falls and breaks her neck. Nold and the others hide 
the body in the basement.

11. On the 8th of October, Nold and the others try to dump the body 
of Brakk in the sea, but they are discovered and flee from Glim-
minge, maybe to appear again in a later scenario?

The Characters and the Art Association
The character that starts at the Esoteric Art Association could be present the night 
Nold starts to paint on the walls of the mansion and be forced to choose sides in 
the conflict with Brakk. Later, the character may participate in Nold’s seances. 

If Nold trusts the character, she may ask her to try to find out who Jungerland 
is—a name that appears in her own paintings. The character can also be contacted 
by one of the people at the mansion who has sided with Brakk—or by Brakk 
herself—and asked to help Brakk flee from the mansion to get in contact with the 
police.

The obvious connection to other parts of the scenario is to start looking for 
Jungerland and find out that he has been murdered. But the character can also hear 
one of the people living at the mansion speak about strange things happening at 
the University.

In one of Nold’s seances, the meteor sends her the name Helsterviek. Nold 
may ask one of the characters to investigate who this person is. This could lead the 
character to Helstervieks home, or to her workplace at the University. 
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THE UNIVERSITY

At the University in Glimminge, rumors about strange things have been circu-
lating for quite some time. When the meteor appears in the sky, all conspiracy 
theories, rumors of hidden aliens amongst us, and whispers about teachers who 
are secretly contaminated by the Soot, get intermingled and explode as a gigantic 
mass psychosis. 

The root to all of this is, of course, the students at the Interplanetary Academ-
ics and Helsterviek. She has been feeding the members of the club information 
about alien philosophy and technology that she has either gathered on her jour-
neys among the stars or imagined that she has gathered—but which are actually 
mere creations of her diluted mind. These pieces of “knowledge” have been spread 
by the Interplanetary Academics for months.

When the meteor appears in the sky, many of the existing student associa-
tions change focus and sometimes even their names and start to focus on either 
the meteor, Fraction or the coming end. They call themselves things such as: the 
Association Against Third Eye Violations, The Elevated Actors of Primal Space, 
and Linguists Collecting Dream Language. Even some of the teachers and profes-
sors join these informal associations. 

In difference to the other groups, the Interplanetary Academics keep their 
gatherings at the old laundry house a secret for those who are not members. And 
even though everyone at the University has heard rumors about a place called “The 
Temple of Science”, no one seems to know where it is.

As the scenario starts, Helsterviek informs the members of the Interplan-
etary Academics that they shall abandon the Temple of Science at the old laundry 
house, and one by one leave their former life to come meet her at the place of the 
coming ascension: the old observatory.

But the students in Interplanetary Academics are not the only ones to disap-
pear: a great number of students are either badly affected by Fraction or pushed 
into madness by the many horrible rumors. They are either transported to the 
mental hospital St. Anrid or they leave the University to go live with their families. 
These sudden disappearances bring life to many scary rumors.

The current principal, Margarete Asp, tries her best to calm the situation. 
But there is not much she can do. Maybe she will talk to some of the students or 
teachers, perhaps one of the characters, to make them help Asp understand what 
is happening and somehow try to calm things down. Asp has kept her eyes on 
Helsterviek for quite some time, suspecting that Helsterviek is involved in some 
kind of foul play. 

The University Campus

A tight-knitted university campus of mediaeval ori-
gin. Stone buildings with gargoyles, and plaquettes 
with quotes in Latin. Statues and fountains. Grassy 
lawns and benches where students sit and discuss phi-
losophy and poetry. Several dormitories with small 
rooms and even smaller windows. Damp and dust 
and clattering footsteps on stony paths. Ancient teach-
ers demanding silence, intermixed with young ideal-
istic teachers with radical methods of teaching—try-
ing to inspire the youths into believing in themselves, 
and believing in science. Students selling beer and 
moonshine behind the canteen, and secret parties with 
gramophones playing jazz music, and girls and boys 
dancing in cramped smokey attics.

Principal Margarete Asp.
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The Game Master can use the tables Rumors at the University and Things 
That can Happen at the University to create interesting scenes and situations.

 
Interplanetary Academics

The thirteen young men and women in the Interplanetary Academics University 
Association are all students at the institutions of mathematics, physics, or bio-
engineering. They idealize Helsterviek and believe that she will turn them into 
Luminarians, which will give them abilities beyond human limitations. This will 
lead to the end of Eorthe as we know it, but instead of dying, the human race will 
become Luminarians.

Helsterviek has asked the students to spread rumors about the coming ascen-
sion. When the meteor appears in the sky, the students start to draw a symbol of 
the coming change: a red eye surrounded by a black circle. It can be seen all over 
the university area and from there, it starts to spread all over town as people not 
associated with the Interplanetary Academics start drawing it.

When Helsterviek tells the students to secretly leave their former life, some 
sneak away without a sound, but others can’t help themselves from telling friends 
about the coming end, or saying goodbye. One by one, they disappear.

The students in the Interplanetary Academics are not armed. They wear ordi-
nary clothes and have no marks. But in their rooms at the dormitory, they all have 
many books about aliens, spaceships, and alien technology. In their diaries and 
letters, there can be found quotes from Helsterviek’s lectures. Helsterviek’s office, 
where she has worked as a social counselor, is filled with images of space, quotes in 
Menaryan, and strange philosophy books about the Luminarians.

Things That Can Happen at the University
The Game Master may roll a dice to decide which incidents happen at the Univer-
sity, or chose one of them:

1. In the grassy park in the middle of the university area, there is a 
gathering of students proclaiming the end of the world. They have 
placards and banners with the red eye and encourage other students 
to repent

2. A student breaks down in tears as the rumors of the end of the 
world become too much. He cannot be comforted. Someone, maybe 
parents or caretakers from the mental hospital, must be gathered to 
put him in a car and help him leave the University

Rumors at the University

The Game Master may roll a dice to decide which ru-
mor a character hears, or chose one of them:

1. Many of the students who have disappeared have 
actually been killed. A mad murderer named Mats 
“The Hog” hunts the university area at night with a 
butcher’s axe and a pickup truck with pigs, to whom 
he feeds the corpses so that they shall not be found. He 
is a former principal that was fired under humiliat-
ing conditons and who has now returned to avenge 
himself.

2. Some of the math students have accidentally sum-
moned an alien at their hideout—The Temple of Sci-
ence. But it is no ordinary alien; it is a killer disguised 
as a human and it kills by sucking the life out of people 
by touching them. The meteor is actually the Inter-
planetary police coming to help us—but, alas, they 
will come too late to save the people of Glimminge

3. The students of the study group Interplanetary Aca-
demics have created a portal to another world. Now 
they leave us, one after another, as they know that the 
meteor will kill all life on Eorthe

4. The teachers at the University are not human. They 
have a hidden temple called the Temple of Science, 
somewhere in the tunnels underneath the University. 
It is they who have called on the meteor—actually a 
gigantic transportation ship—to come to Eorthe and 
populate Doggerland with their man-eating race. 
This can be stopped if the temple is found and the alien 
priest (the Principal Margarete Asp) is killed

5. The meteor is a mass hallucination created by a 
group of students hiding in their “Temple of Science”. 
There will be more hallucinations, as they improve 
their methods, and in the end we will all be living in 
their false reality, according to their rules and whims

6. The meteor is a God coming to Eorthe, as the end 
of days is here. Those who hail it and live according 
to its rules may enter Paradise and live for eternity. 
But the people who do not worship the Red Eye are 
blasphemers and shall be scorned, as they will spend 
eternity in hell
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Name & Age Institution Demeanour

Agnes Wold, 19 Mathematics Secretive, Snooty

Brianna Sand, 21 Mathematics Shy, Kind

Jonas Sand, 19 Mathematics Shy, Dreamer

Else Janson, 22 Mathematics Boastful, Big drinker

Erik Haag, 20 Physics Stern, Decisive

My Ander, 21 Physics Romantic, Unemphatic

Eskil Toft, 19 Physics Outgoing, Jazz-lover

Marine Fröjd, 20 Physics Alcoholic, Over-intelligent

Olof Klaar, 22 Bioengineering Impulsive, Good-hearted

Axel Klaar, 19 Bioengineering Thoughtful, Emphatic

Therese Säter ,23 Bioengineering Enigmatic, Talkative

Ryys Brant, 22 Bioengineering Ambitious, Loud

Lene Elgar 19 Bioengineering Curious, Sentimental

Members of the  
Interplanetary Academics

3. Students attack a teacher or the Principal, claiming they are evil 
aliens

4. A gathering with students who want to form a militia to patrol the 
university area at night, preventing further killings

5. A strange theater performance where the intoxicated and drugged 
students on stage are dressed as aliens and have a big “meteor” that 
they carry off stage into the crowd as they start to encourage the au-
dience and passersby to “dig deep” inside themselves and find their 
inner alien—as “we will all soon be transformed into non-humans”

6. The parents of one of the students in the Interplanetary Academics 
come to the University to try to find their missing daughter. She has 
already gone to the old observatory. The mother is a high-ranking 
officer in the police force and the father is a politician. They will 
not settle for instructions to wait for their daughter. Instead, they 
gather students and teachers and demand that their daughter shall 
be found. Soon they start making accusations

Opposite: The students in Interplanetary Academics. 
The portraits can be freely assigned to any names.
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The Character at the University

The character who has the University as a starting point may have a friend or a 
relative who is secretly a member of the Interplanetary Academics. Suddenly the 
person is gone. 

The character can be asked by the Principal Margarete Asp to find out what 
is going on. Asp has noticed that Helsterviek, who has stopped coming to work, 
has behaved strangely since she was hired, and she is worried that Helsterviek has 
somehow misled some of the students.

In the notes and diaries of the members of Interplanetary Academics, the 
character may find the name Helsterviek, which may lead them to her home (see 
the boxed text: Quotes From Diaries). They should also have a chance to find the 
Temple of Science, maybe from a note mentioning it or by listening to rumors, or 
maybe the Principal has heard that strange things are going on in the old laundry 
house. She asks the characters to check it out and report to her. 

The death of Jungerland, just outside the observatory—which is quite close to 
the university area—will be something that many students talk about. The charac-
ters may become interested in his death and investigate it.
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Quotes from Diaries

These are quotes the characters may find in diaries and notebooks in the rooms of 
the students in the Interplanetary Academics: 

7. We are the chosen ones, who will travel to worlds beyond and come back 
to save the human race.

8. The red eye pulls us out of our bodies; we will transcend. 
9. Another amazing lecture by Helsterviek; she knows so much. I wish the 

teachers would learn from her instead of ignoring her knowledge. They 
are scared of things they do not want to understand. 

10. Finally, I have reached a place where I can learn the things I have al-
ways longed for: the secrets of Comae Space. Helsterviek knows it all. 

11. From now on; Fionna is my only teacher. She will take us with her to the 
other world. Or, not a world at all, another existence. 

12. I am scared but I don’t know why. None of the others seems to think 
that things can go bad. I hope Helsterviek knows what she is doing. At 
the same time it seems to be the right thing to do. I wish I could tell my 
parents what we are about to do. 


